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Trauma Informed Practice

A service that is Trauma Informed

➢ Realises the widespread impact of trauma and 
recognises what a trauma response might look 
like

➢ Understands and supports potential paths to 
recovery

➢ Resists re-traumatisation



Overview of Trauma Informed Practice 

• KEY Messages of TIP

What’s happened to you not
what’s wrong with you

• Given your experiences your 
behaviour makes sense

• People are doing the best they 
can

• Goal is to connect and offer the 
5 principles consistently

• Safety

• Trust

• Choice

• Collaboration

• Empowerment 





The Trauma Framework  aims to



Who is it for?





REFLECT

Where is your organisation on 
your Trauma Informed Practice 
journey? 

➢Just starting out

➢Midway on the journey

➢On the homestretch

Remember it is a marathon
NOT a sprint



Why do I need to reset

Prolonged stressful period of time-

Collective trauma pandemic, economic crisis, war 
Sustained Impact of the uncertainty and stress of the 
pandemic and  economic crisis

Feeling the impact 

No recovery period for many. Worn 
down/disengaged/short fuse/running on empty/lost 
your oomph

Time to call for a collective PAUSE

This is invitation to press the reset button, so that we 
can enter our next chapter feeling recharged





Organisational Window of Tolerance



Resource- to support wellbeing



How do I reset

• REFLECT 

• REGULATE 

• RESOURCE

• RECHARGE

Start where you are, do what you can, with what  you have





How to Pause   
STOPP

Moving from reacting to pausing and choosing

Stop and Step Back.

Take a breath. 

Observe 

Pull Back and Put in some perspective.Zoom out bigger picture. 

Proceed-when you’ve considered what would support me? What do 
I need here



Coping strategies 

Too much
(hyper-arousal)

Too little
(hypo-arousal)

The Zone

In
te
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si

ty
Controlled 
BreathingCompassion

Distraction & Distancing

Safe Space Imagery 

Resource Box

Safe Space Imagery Doing something

Grounding

Grounding

Self care

Mindfulness

Credit to NHS Fife for this slide

Exercise







Moving Forward

Need to pause
Space-to 

notice
Ask what do I 

need?

Choose what 
will support 

you

Prioritise your 
care and 
wellbeing

Model this for 
culture change



Supporting Wellbeing E-
Learning modules

https://learn.nes.nhs.scot/
61302) Psychological first 
aid 

https://learn.nes.nhs.scot/
30532 Psychosocial mental 
health and wellbeing 
support

https://learn.nes.nhs.scot/61302
https://learn.nes.nhs.scot/61302
https://learn.nes.nhs.scot/30532
https://learn.nes.nhs.scot/30532
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